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FOREWORD 
To contestants.-Remember that this is a contest in plain writing 
as well as in speUing. An undotted "i" or an uncrossed "t" is a miss 
and any malformE?d letter which is unrecognizable if taken apart from 
its context is a miss. The way to tell whether or not a letter is un-
recognizable if taken apart from its context is to lay 1J. piece of paper 
on either side of the questionable letter in such a way as to cover 
the other letters in the word, leaving the letter in question visible. 
If the letter so taken apart from its context can not be recognized 
for what it is, the judges of your spelling paper will be justified in 
calling it a miss. It is very hn:portant, therefore, to learn to make 
your characters . plainly, so that none may be mistaken for another. 
You should learn, also, all the pronunciations of a given word, if it 
has more than one pronm:1ciation, for the person who pronounces the 
words to you in the contest may choose one or another pronunciation. 
Do not try to learn too many words in a short time. Begin early in 
the school year and learn the list gradually and thoroughly. The 
words are chosen with great care, and you should know every word 
in the junior and sub-junior list if you are a junior, every word in 
the junior and senior lists if you are a senior; and every word in the 
~uh-junior list if you are sub-junior in age. A mistake in hypheniza-
tion or in capitalization is considered a miss. 
To the teacher.-Students should be familiarized with their re-
spective lists gradually. All cramming should be avoided as the edu-
cational value of the contest is lost if cramming is res.orted to. Give 
written tests at regular intervals beginning as early in the year as 
possible. Try the old-fashioned spelling down process for oral prac-
tice, as that will add zest to the work of mastering the list, arrange 
spelling relays, etc., as spelling is a subject in which artificial stim-
ulation of interest is justifiable. 
(NOTE.-Words which sound alike but have different meanings 
should be carefully presented to students. In most instances they 
are tndicated in this list by a short phrase in italics, but in case you 
find a homonym not so indicated, be careful to call the attention of 
your students to it.) 
Suggestions for the betterment of this list will be welcomed and 
should be addressed to Roy Bedichek, University Station, Austin, 
Texas. 
For rules governing the contest, see the Constitution and Rules. 
It is very importan~ that the Director of Spelling secure competen,t 
pronouncers at the county contest. Pronouncers should be secured 
in advance so that they may look up the pronunciation of words con-
cerning which they are uncertain. 
THE EDITOR. 
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SUB-JUNIOR SPELLI•NG LIST 
1 2 3 4 5 quote marry missed, past taught, past soap ~ruel hope of miss of teach nineteen 
scare fight 
. poor fiery nimble jail pailful might together erutch January cooking quiet toenail passed, pMt 
amount flew, past of fly another famous of pass hurrah fleece fling sauce queen 
among cold miner of coal hale and father 
squab Asia grew hearty fluid 
most porch feat, act of sweet anvil fall floor skill guide freely 
mold quilt quite poison sense fix mill soil farmer tight 
squall flight scarce coffin tidy fourth, next nickel metal ponies coop 
after third claw quick sewing with mayor gypsy annual quickly a needle feeling 
melted gas sell, exchangeclerk melon 
closet used to for money torn quaint . fare, to go fifteen cushion guess fancy 
tear the cloth hymn, a song piano madam coffee polite moving army vessel poking 
copy hurry coax Thursday pony 
nail fill pierce pane of glass fifty 
clear mumps Columbus awning tonight 
clean fairy cries cutting hundred 
says sword merrily fail peeling bottle flea, an insec't merry coarse potatoea bough Monday fatal arouse fifth bowl, a dish five any pickle tired bragging potato flower, as a pies gourd brake of a shadow rose comb parlor 
wagon gnaw flour, eome goes 
calf crawl for bread naughty gnat 
call grabbed crumb acar food belt goal send thief next begged prunes Christmas cord of wood quench 
valley seesaw ticket sower of mice house anyhow package wheat middle 
nurse folks halves border glove thistle new hat grocer both chum 
earner pain, suffering mustard veH, face~ cloth guest of a cool frozen covering squash hotel minute further cousin Pacific hopping farmer hotel plum hammer 
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6 7 8 9 10 
meeting dew on the Indian waist, a maid, a 
gust grass instead garment servant 
feed feathers rabbit Oregon film 
farm pretty omit dreamer sailor 
teacup primer okra breathe mutldy 
polish spelling often stopped spread 
copied pigeon off vowel first 
very fraction form linen tail of an 
tongue France son of David between animal 
saving grinned pure caught moist 
vein of water paying pause really flame 
name fever pale, lacking whom month 
plume few color hearing aside 
sob March garden oral fowl , a chicken 
parent sparkle twice didn't paint 
goblin president sorrow digger church 
night, dusk to meal pump e·arnest George 
dawn February spice early awful 
biscuit gazing aught, any eager pansies 
black forehead part dotted front 
blew, past of cities cider their, fade 
blow neigh of a sidewalk pronoun club 
bliss horse hare, a rabbit garter · period 
block cricket hard noose giver 
blossom pitcher happen noun sent by 
hl"tter claim camel number express 
blouae prompt beginning seventy ground 
blown crooked candle false quart 
doing cruel beggar fire neatness 
boar, male freight beetle hymns seam of a 
hog cabin been, p. p. of jam dress 
kitten though be thirsty cud 
kitchen tough careful cork cupboard 
king hear a bell damp quarter cupful 
killed starved danger margin flesh 
kettle star onion foolish mist, fine rain 
having stair steps dough for martin paid 
haven't squirrel bread already farthest 
haul, to drag squeeze Brazil grieve swollen 
hatch bird stir frown quietly 
hart, a deer lilac latch tomorrow mile 
harp beneath dreary fully monkeys 
banana carpet bridle, part autumn flies 
dee,p rather of harness sometimes square 
denH rapid story fut'ttre dart 
aeak raisin hedge something daughter 
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11 12 13 14 15 deadly hurt raining, f alZ.. arr-0w doctor 
dear to my much ingindrops farther doe, a female 
heart lye soap nobody ant, an insect deer 
debt file gross answer does, singulG<r bale sprinkle groan, ex- flock of do 
bake squad pressing pain mine there's, there babies take ginger greedy is 
eastern flavor pencil card noon 
east money forgotten Dallas nothing 
easier navy tenth dance numb dining school seek dare serve dirty group south dash fourteen 
divisor too much sour dead mother 
dodged palm sore deaf canned does, female aunt, your somewhere death can't 
deer mother's sis- spoil December beech, a tree 
theirs ter paw bald because 
noisy giving sponge badge bear a burden 
north scene, a view auto easy battle 
November fierce under Easter bath 
sentence ate a meal dial easily base, low, 
sew with a putting died, expired dimple mean 
needle sigh digging dinner bare of clothes 
candy circle earn divide major 
cannot gentle earliest nice asks 
beehive prey of a lion eagle quit palace 
beach, shore princess each mercy churn 
beat spend dose market cigar 
bead cosy there, adverb hopped sickle 
bathe phone none match speech 
basin rain, to fall nose, part of maybe price 
barefoot in drops the face tolled a bell tale, a story 
banner radio now hunted prize 
balloon jelly September fruit game 
deer, an Jesus found fury phrase 
animal jingle firm tardy two books 
desert, a John began hose, throat joy beet, a sttJckings girl sandy waste 
o'clock vegetable mane of a feeble dessert of ice 
obey fish horse nearly cream 
oar of a boat shade hungry peanut nay, no 
steel, a metal pail of milk saucy cull ankle steak, meat pair, two of view gloomy pear,fruit stayed, past a kind awkward curdle 
until of stay minus cabbage scent of roses 
final &raw miss flannel scold 
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16 17 18 19 20 
grief raise old wade carrying 
palate, in the inside Oklahoma list crews of 
throat jar office beyond trains 
spoonful fable odor cause colt 
no, negative failure juicy reap size 
scarlet coal jump whose smother 
hour, sixty pianos knuckle heart, organ prov
e 
minutes picnic labor of the body crowd 
sphere arrival ladies orange fre
eze, con-
spider place laid drawer 
gealed by 
thumb fifteenth lamp break, to 
cold 
forest inail a letter large come apart fr
iend 
circus sorry daily stomach 
chosen 
gallery thieves daisy laughter 
clap 
priest core of an daisies bread anyway 
speed apple light field 
area 
gallon member brave guessed, past 
freak 
cottage cost stepped of guess paste 
noble hoping last horde of forty 
closer Satan likely people 
goose 
currant, a hop idle, not prayer shoot
 
fruit handle working spare told a story 
noise cling October halter g
ift 
pace frost July half sh
out 
fork fuel just cream should 
guard gable kodak gather 
slowly 
seem, appears making lack colored 
prance 
source taste ale, a drink city 
Saturday 
heard the horse drowned ladle 
pink 
thunder filling station errand Iamb dabber 
only saucer sugar lard shown,p. p. 
dozen awe wheat dagger of show 
Brazos awl, a tool lounge da
inty sixtieth 
stitch fright bootjack dairy many 
later fact check 
like prop 
lilies fair, pleasing 
road to town life crow 
berries wreck a train raw custard 
carried armie
s high eat Friday 
heal to cur~ coast against head chose 
one, half of piece efstring drooped idiot threw the ball 
two family equator idol, a thing towel 
double cried study worshiped trade 
branch scale bin for corn stolen class 
rare main wait laugh perh
aps 
rap on the apron bridge lily trou
t 
door once storm berry, a fruit stove 
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21 22 23 24 25 
inch pansy rind fore, in front calico 
rainbow tried wouldn't Colorado bend 
radish pennies letter gnash below 
jaw clouds length gate beginner 
jerk peril ledge giant close 
jewel truly leather couple cure 
job uncle lease forenoon grown, a 
jolly anywhere leaning clang grown ?min 
juice aren't leaf cough forgive 
ocean freckle lead, a metal pound angel 
oatmeal reach knife slyly gray 
stems eaten kneel pray/or angle 
steal, to thieve birch knee blessings cloaK 
steady cellar knead the alphabet gaily 
state red flowers dough beside ninth 
stare, to look window boat lawn graze 
steadily cease boil limb forever 
stake a horse listen boll of cotton berth of a fawn 
stable Bible book sleeper Tuesday 
squirm cave bore with a case empty 
elm reaper gimlet read the book return 
birth, as in wield drizzle earth want 
birthday heaven wrote heap live 
weighed order hoary oneself equal 
chase dray almost herb student 
ripe breakfast due, owing right or left weigh on 
wrap a bundle stony evening drill sca~es 
hero lawyer sure English lose 
afraid limp whirl st,retch broom 
driven cents, money lower weak, feeble charm 
enter ribpon build loaves ring 
stripe women cheese bring woven 
Wednesday heir to a root certain herd of catU. 
long fortune write with a rich absent, not 
broke straight line pen won a prize present 
chance drench hitch helm birthday 
lonely else peace and accept bitter 
would heroes good will wasn't blame 
hem afternoon scratch borne on the blind 
acre driving screens back blister 
drier envy marble bother blood 
England strong spasle bottom blotch 
strength week, 7 days sparrow bought blotted 
way, path loose meadow boy scout blow 
loan broken mean brain blue, a color 
bright charge force bran dollar 
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26 27 28 29 30 
board dreamed leak little neither 
kite cedar lead the horse purple fortieth 
kindle recess lazy purse couch 
kind wilful knew, past of horn could not do it 
key to a lock anyone know hepes sleeve 
hayloft apiece doesn't gale praise 
have to arithmetic done,p.p.of speak path 
haunted free do hall, corridor short 
hatchet past, former don't gem peas 
hasn't time body gave curly 
harrow gouge bolder than a shut patch 
harm forward tiger shrink neighbor 
hardly meet together bomb creek gravy 
happy gimlet born into the pinned animal 
calm shove world sitting niece 
begun. shouldn't again shovel thrown back 
Canada sleet broth proof shall 
less poured chart never 
left smooth rinse 
croup grease fresh 
led, past of couldn't wrangle chop forget 
lead throne of a here at this snakes 
least king place thought twelf.th 
learn pen action toward aisle of a 
drink growl drive trouble church 
enjoy great, large enough perch drouth 
strict heavy strip clover erect 
wear a hat ore, native weave cloth. ask sudden 
end metal across sail of a boat wharf 
strain dread broad sadder lost 
dress breath chalk good-by bruise 
wont stooped ride throug-h the cheat 
brink visit wood street river 
lodge limped helped gain wreath 
rid.ing better ache to town here 
chair catch dried search 
sun gives 
drew real, actual engine needle 
light 
living edge streak whip 
brief castle waste, unused grave loving 
cent, mon6JI ready loaf turtle buckle 
rein of a echo briefly anything cheer 
bridle pare, to trim center arctic rooster 
loser tripped abroad ark, Noah's wrist 
doubt people woman gloves hire 
witch trough height yet brother 
heel of a boot fraud about poem swear 
able climb walk ghost losing 
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31 32 33 34 35 
count cheek yeast homely excuse 
soup roam intend dumb duty 
pedal of a wrench by the well ounce oval 
bicycle hilly knight, title burst your school 
need agent choose children itch 
said dropped ruin knit lying 
secret erase eye, organ of iron running 
safe style bod!y ruined eleventh 
grisUe weight, ten you're, you busy honor 
ivy pounds are knock owes 
sham burros, wholly, chilly dyed the dress 
faults donkeys entirely bury the extra 
!lea of water row, a fight lump hatchet youth 
net burro buried ought to go itself 
gravel child Chicago duly know your 
see a house row of beans rough everything lesson 
tin aloud, to written hoes, plural of button 
sheet speak aloud hoard of hoe, a tool choice 
shoeing . duel, fight 'YltlJney dull knoll 
since ever all of the men orphan its, possesive 
plain, unorna- luck drum organ yours 
mented built Europe duet our house 
eraser chest summer every dun, a color 
such rotten which you've, you exact 
we're we are writing a lovely have holey, having loss letter brush knows the holes brought hive roast lesson eighth 
-cheap, small alive wring the buy a hat rubbing 
cost drowsy clothes choke eighteen 
·rise error . agree ruler hole in the 
wrapped a sum, noun dropping elect ground 
bundle chimney eleven honest everybody 
burn yolk of an honey oven island 
·chicken egg over dwarf vield 
round knob dyeing the expect rubber 
·wrong isthmus clothes holy, sacred hoeing 
hoarse yoke of oxen explain elbow oyster 
.all right isn't yourself ivory dying, w ••· duck knives it's it is known pi re 
even eight, Jou,- knot buttonhole . either 
·whey and four chin choir, singers holiday 
boll wee\"il childhooJ butter rule ewe, f errw.le 
Jove rowing rude elder sheep 
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JUNIOR SPELLING LIST 
1 2 3 4 
strawberries feudal percentage tragic 
Filipino ignorance faculty predicate 
access portray pattern attribute 
plentiful scholar -comet admitted 
recite enforce ascertain soldier 
landscape genius perfect season 
gases preceding faithful subdue 
zeroes studying delay entrance 
assemble fixture laundry prepared 
scandal admit milch cow glimmer 
encourage inhabit dentist havoc 
mesquite prefix entirely cartoon 
_ accomplish carrier minuet dependence 
pongee register gingham entries 
defense martyr Biblical angrily 
endeavor docile social colonies 
pollen collective zigzagged sandwich 
peaceful medi.cine tissue melody 
Cincinnati column simple commerce 
cigarettes colonist lathe mason 
massacre domestic capital city commence 
Christian colon accuracy sandwiches 
chowder comment poplar memorize 
volley ball ashamed recollect companion 
martial announce statue Massachusetts 
gaiety domino title gamble with c6ict1 
samples falsity iciest definite 
czar compare popular according 
pistils of a fiower askew scheme importance 
lien on property performed policy assist 
formally familiar messenger enemies 
Hallowe'en commit assertive Methodist 
association woolly stanza · captain 
science famine imperative yodel 
laurel gambol, play zones recommend 
diction about capitol building station 
believe pitiful scenic generally 
carat, a unit of volcanoes statement ideal 
weight plague general sincerely 
mettle, spirit coconut behave record 
feud Dixie sincere generous 
Yucca cobbler enemy capture 
captive medical usual associate 
steadied ascent of a hill entitle wonderful 
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5 6 7 8 
audible asparagus achieve position 
flourish mental belfry delayed 
current of a aspect records stencil 
stream ancient fickle genteel 
artificial coco sluice assume 
enamel patriotism regiment scissors 
salmon virtues legend unit 
willing collector traffic handkerchief 
pioneer pavement occasional remorse 
divine collection premium establish 
patriotic wonder message project 
colicky vision gender butterfly 
department marvel endorse modern 
stylish gallant pope forfeits 
leggings colonel, an officer scenery deserved 
narrative colleges beefsteak unite 
carriage pitched befall promoted 
precise vague simpler herald 
inherit Galveston definitely examination 
auction command fertile omitted 
regular wooer degree grammar 
vain, egotistical pithy accurate design 
floral divided assistance insult 
training cue stature omitting 
prepare cyclone tobacco proper 
preserves ancestor accustom desirable 
soldiers f actor companies salute 
secede curtail doze mechanic 
seasons virtue· San Jacinto cocoon 
subject seashore commission ascend 
national preference Santiago recently 
Virginia miracle chief factory 
receives gist chestnuts wit her 
squabbling sealing with wax promote college 
visitor bicycle modesty anecdote 
commencing presence of mind celebrate gaiter 
perform carrot, neutral San Antonio 
payee a v egetable suggested collect 
comfort preposition pronounce pistol, 
volcano legible affectionate six-shooter 
annually society property patriot 
common behavior chimneys virile 
committee portrait examine custom 
woolen deity granary recent 
cigarette launder acknowledge analyze 
draft Mexico using cupola 
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9 10 11 12 
initial narrow victuals busily 
audience occupied manila remember 
reindeer billion realize liable 
legion preserve partnership select 
traitor presents for counsel, an neighboring 
glimpse Christwias attorney omelet 
psalm present Philippines cavalry 
curfew mischief coupon selfish 
facet canoe ember essence 
cultivate curious thanksgiving profession 
canvas tent seizing almanac gradual 
artist lever armistice omen 
stabbed mite, small courthouse religious 
curtain amount sacrifice privilege 
greyhound bureau whether forbade 
pistil of a fiower heifer cadet heaviness 
preferred coyote lagoon problem 
flatter realm dissolve probably 
prefer courtesy passive success 
sociable courteous village especial 
region photograph marriage negroes 
haughty cable cameo privileges 
occupation Sahara cambric borrow 
depend believing partner special 
solder skein sardines cornet 
preparing reef planet elephant 
as1istant mincemeat apologize royal 
schemes acquired citizen terrible 
energy infant farewell convict 
tomato athletic voyager phantom 
1ingular perfume extent siege 
turpentine anxious dropsy dislike 
steadying memory clause corpse 
adobe cinder waltzing abandon 
tomatoes apartment climbed arena 
carpenter apparently surgeon country 
scythe circumstance satire countries 
precede<i armory apparel wheelbarrow 
narration specimen wander vie 
harvest emperor dungeon mansion 
attorney convince clothing couplet 
gauze Amazon . faucet sacred 
felon architect forfeit wherever 
recognize ravel tresses scourge 
zone corral deserve lavatory 
mirror partners military geology 
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13 14 15 16 
apparent scarcely merchant favorite 
coastal tonnage appearance Wyoming 
dutiful handkerchiefs pensions beautiful 
peninsula carbon satin similar 
accepted altitude mercury reckon 
1hriek penknife appetite feature 
rational senate peony milestone 
circumstances delicate peddler acquainted 
·mentally neuter clevis possess 
circulate estimate pleaded reduce 
dragged sentences clothes stirring 
circuit ceiling of a room percale topic 
mention instructor cloth handsome 
appeal omission extremely career 
civil renown perceive scowl 
peculiar hereafter garbage engr.&ve 
cistern forgery sausage filing 
plaza united victim belle, a beautiful 
cleanly boycott nervous girl 
peddle papers bracelet hemisphere skeleton 
fashion celebrated seethe refer 
clipping repair innocent George Eliot 
apostle suggestion lesson wry face 
Victrola modified forbid delightful 
1ection belief Eskimo straighten 
submitted sirup officer geometry 
natural recruit caution oblige 
preside tomfoolery describe c~refully 
prettiest portrayed especially scrapbook 
solicit iceberg treasure enlist 
seduce site, situation proceed torrent 
envelop engagement advice illegal 
naturally stirred inserted sieve 
pretend fiddler illustrate defeat 
occurred believed asl!lault meridian 
caterpillar situati<>n enclosed Beaumont 
deprive delight thousandth imagine 
prevailing acquire accident poisonous 
duted icicles silence yacht 
Mississippi athlete defendant boundaries 
necessary lavender stamen butcher 
seemed, appeared torrid thresher professor 
injury happened plumber liberal 
lenient possible impel inning 
principal of a climate capacity offense 
school fatally standard axiom 
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17 18 · 19 20 
deliver forcible volunteer canal 
laziness governor civilized dissatisfy 
mineral bookkeeper pennant passenger 
beau, a dandy botany climatic vigorous 
canyon specially worsted, cloth marine 
savage describing clergy emerald 
stagnant succor, to help apology cabinet 
pleasure forcing clematis cravat 
politely burial wretched physical 
capable heirloom plead camera 
reckless prism extract journal 
language succeed duchess exhibit 
gasoline flying wringer for wet brogan 
zinc descen8 clothes respecting 
assent, to agree offered clotted tyranny 
scarred leper aviation broach 
lateral escape travel humming 
lava caucus relieved Julius Caesar 
genuine traveler advantages existence 
icicle neglect adverbial murmur 
assure bombard catsup kiln for making 
•ngineer sparerib seepage lime 
ildgety descent equip pursue 
-objection misspelling traveled otherwise 
possession probable gopher surround 
extreme seine Spaniard ulcer 
applaud arc, part of circle adverse chapel 
vacation coral dependent kingdom 
pealing of bell! copyist logical humor 
wrinkle Pennsylvania pressure Puritan 
warped plaids loyal channel 
application Apollo quire of paper result 
coach peasant gruesome Los Angeles 
clumsy workmen umbrella nourish 
petition classify expected kerosene 
majority material chapter notion 
dishfu1 dragnet budding purchase 
mastiff satchel grouping surprising 
volume mere fulfilled original 
matchless garage devoured suddenly 
circular satisfied question mixture 
fancies clothe distance advisable 
heedless merely therefore insisted 
proceeds pleasant calendar program 
proceeding favorable amaze description 
proceeded wrought arrange gracious 
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21 22 23 24 
adviser fluting chieftain ally 
instinct fabric heroic courage 
promising warrior insurance realized 
promise income unites coupe 
bystander automobile separation county seat 
liberty pallor nevertheless phlox 
model reverFmt trinity coward 
gradually balance ignorant movement 
triangle rhetoric caramel frolicking 
suggest compel engage judge 
render whipped milepost brittle 
bouquet cancel acquaint hostile 
affected married positive frigid 
trickle recede rectangle occupy 
separate thereupon caved auditor 
affection canceled sensible solemn 
license ambition senior relation 
government notify suffix glisten 
advertising surprised process fluent 
inquiry kernel of a nut progress adore 
burglar developing union blamable 
remedy pumpkin remit cashier 
successful noticing business depot 
neighborhood adopt foreign flume 
seized initials treaty glorious 
official expel boundary secure 
cautious outer axis blizzard 
product Nueces ordinary Solomon 
essay suspend gossip prevent 
mixed retire offering average 
private quibble causal necessity· 
heathen allies seize empire 
cartridge expanse traveling salable 
entry muscle of the arm ayes and noes pastor 
miser gnarled camphor pier of a wharf 
secretary prevail products usually 
hawthorn goddesses seldom distinct 
injure deputy procession pasture 
adult occurring busier violet 
deposit subtraction treasury crochet 
mispronounced blockade ruffian employee 
lemonade blocked . corps of teachers salaries 
previous prison Philadelphia cannon 
seeded, planted religion counting arsenic 
subtract introduction El Paso splendid 
nature lens Thackeray picture 
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25 26 27 28 
brunette warrant wholesome district 
retail comparison cucumber bade, past of bid 
alliances usefulness hackberry taffeta 
invitations Dahlia bamboo racer 
alliance notice rhyme habitual 
khaki picnicked increased tailor 
surrender spectator damage balanced 
fulfil distant valiant ebony 
changing rumor bane argument 
frontier vineyard severe labeled 
invitation sped independence dispute 
loneliness cTeate severely partridge 
Houston creamery dangerous vigilant 
typewriter viny Baptist manual 
loiter ambitious vaseline embrace 
device creed origin theater 
champion thoroughly reason alms 
allege amusement theory armor 
grievances crystal whichever expense 
Hawaii patient campaign muzzle 
bison croquet utensil guardian 
character dairying rebelled revenge 
hurriedly tactics saith Isaac 
function incomplete weather, as d·ry loyalty 
lovable wary weather charitable 
receipt incorrect costume numerous 
thorough pastime correctly funeral 
cancer villain elevator review 
crepe canary library series 
speedily emphasis manager sumac 
credit Canadian correct troublesome 
salad whither terror edition 
pilgrim invited wether, sheep debtor 
amiable pasting county shamrock 
distribute arrangement label rascal 
patience creature disobey digest 
violin distil sabine weapon 
received whittle council of city persuade 
employer arrangements whoever connection 
salary receipts arrest direction 
Wichita Falls employ criticize Labrador 
daffodils creatures thoughtful diligent 
include candor crevice absolute 
foreman spinach pillar shortage 
netted receive cuckoo applied 
Graham flour critic cruelly rosette 
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29 30 31 32 
nutmeg grater justice indorse diary 
furnish pyramid rosary nursery 
pigmies revere weariness quiver 
swallow furniture consent hyena 
jm:y repeating conqueror umpire 
allotting linger usher diamond 
mutter moment tariff irregular 
kinsfolk cement bandage excel 
buffalo chisel Eden fortune 
suspense unpleasant tasteful grapple 
junior exceed vane, weathe?"- heroism 
diameter molasses cock opened 
musical affirm value repeat 
alligator intelligence vanity misspelled 
jungles chipping tattoo advertise 
invoice suitable competent inquire 
humorous moisture complaint azure 
Louisiana burden Rio Grande remainder 
nozzle issue Japanese trolley 
junction quotient destroy election 
purpose exploit foundry contrast 
ostrich mystery gratify contrary 
oriole allowance proverb routine 
query Israel janitor partition 
devour quorum destined conferred 
udder Fort Worth invent.or different 
grocery nominate quartet Grecian 
devotion difference propped prudent 
groceries rompers chocolate jealousy 
judgment parasol excellent session of a court 
multiple abolish truancy supposed 
grievous conjunction agency normal 
exhaust actual intense moreover 
respect infancy chivalry chord of a piano 
grandmother athletics railroad tulip 
brakeman infantry palsy agreeably 
university conscious basing suppose 
repairing console dealt bribery 
triumph complete watching ridicule 
grandeur strengthen industry valentine 
overture mining elastic dandelion 
justify actually tenant bantam 
reverence conquered difficulty deafness 
furthermore variety conquer vanish 
nymph teaspoonful shipping independent 
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33 34 35 36 
uncertain diet veteran condition 
unable luxury contents decorate 
knave underwear elegant imprison 
buffaloes hygiene rouse sh-ipped 
expenses buoy vicious obliging 
outnumbered dictionary petal careless 
Guadalupe luster ration scrape 
furnace varying contract entail 
pursuit tlebater welding gesture 
desperate veer important oblong 
trousers lodgment shipment disappear 
Nicaragua exert effort tendril 
aged tedious differ parcel 
intelligent vegetable decrease abrupt 
serial story dignity condemn director 
sulphur Roosevelt personal machine 
Niagara confirm possessive tendency 
opal verdict benefit magazine 
celery improve sketch discuss 
serge cloth Connecticut referred particle 
lightning compelled league abundant 
newspaper berrying, gather- postpone shows 
hyphen ing berries valor contend 
chasm raspberries bass, fish tense 
kodaking weasel Macbeth consonant 
system indicative congress academy 
gypsies debate disagree maintain 
overalls barbecue pervaded disguise 
charity discovery ratify continued 
knowledge discovered tennis venison 
sycamore continent weird perplex 
guidance magic parsnip conductor 
mutual heroine disciple conduct 
breadth prophet vermin catholic 
proportion desire talcum healthful 
despair example increase healthy 
Lincoln formerly palmetto sorghum 
fortunate allowed valise derrick 
discussed Pyrenees valid principle of law 
direct particular radical misspell 
dimity approve indecent prisoner 
pertain taut, tight valuable bluing 
:lisappoint vertical complain succeeded 
rhubarb appoint banquet sewer 
several elegance vapor various 
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37 38 39 40 
leisure represent chopped practice 
tranquil detach exception · practiced 
audiences motive moose harping 
occur tunnel agreeable attract 
authority interpret intElresting telephone 
relief chore choosing complexion 
substance reporter except bearer 
translation fragrant monster educate Augustan Great Britain operate deceive hazard fountain pen censure bayou previously century repel conceit 
averaging tour lining decided 
relieve harbor monarchy effect lengthen poultry hesitate parade transplant refined propose decency catalogue tourist province inclose envelope obstacles service education solution caring lisle democrat Missouri regard tuition structure completely entire historical S'nakespeare baptize fisherman breed incident rival practical replied 
· deceived central bias liquor rogue reply 
editorial truant vegetables support decayed Hiawatha incline nominative 
opera interest concede opinion 
cemetery serious concealed census North Dakota sunshiny decent servant local nickname ability superior 
opposite excusable conclusion grater, an in- cereal, as wheat frenzy concert strument Holy Land agreement partial agile literal bridle rein abstract usage tumor destroyed shoulder despise gratis exclaimed consideration fortunes 
serpent mortgage consider grasshopper provision nonsense appreciate breaker bridal party exchange peso unusual listening internal ratio suppress agitate jealous 
. constitution frequent report hollyhock welcome greeted opponent history control honorable opossum certificate shrewd interrupt interfere rescue element 
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terrace compositioR detail bass voice 
continue perjury surf ace wattles 
difficult shephere turbine vehicle 
Macaulay decide orchid comrade 
rapidly roller skate brigade temper 
temporary conceal ceremony weal 
wealthy permit sever velvet 
verbal declare Juarez ransom 
diligence carelessness British decimal 
happily entering surprise temperance 
potatoes minister quarrel wealthier 
democracy additional hospital jewelry 
total inferred challenge sheriff 
finally attack Britain skilful 
harass entertain develop refuse 
poultice fireproof quantity finance 
att.acked harmony surplus pottery 
scraper precede tweezers bevel 
ledger prairie grievance sleigh 
ghastly western horrible scraping 
obstacle whistle public MiRnesota 
caress vale, 1i valleu determine admire 
denominator vase kaffir informatio11 
left-handed vinegar algebra attendance 
Gibraltar vise, a tool brill.iant scrubbed 
beverage voyage allay orderly 
slipped wading pudding introduce 
dental width organize jonquil 
Raphael waiter journey kaiser 
temperate washing kangaroo locality 
wealthiest exertion frightened motor 
concerning pulley mourning nostril 
decisive tying alien agriculture 
decision kennel bristle pruning 
declamation challenged certify chores 
concern legal resign developed 
conceive minor, un.de1: !1 exercise invention 
romance admission friction movable 
paradise influence noteworthy resort 
abject deceit studied, past of organs 
watermelon roasting ear study horror 
well-equipped decay gigantic intrude 
locust shelter occasion align 
motorcycle rancid precious resin 
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1 2 3 4 
representation intolerable nasturtium discern 
suavity librarian disastrous expedition 
advantageous conti'auity celluloid reservoir 
excursion nominee resemblance substitution 
influenza expression substitute ruminant 
irritating disrupt conspirators supervise 
mutiny chattel explanation aggression 
diphthong rhapsody inoculation furlough 
cavalier superintendent Jesuit intestinal 
renovate itemize narcissus gaseous 
strychnin mythology disappointing controlled 
adulteration diplomacy celebrity nourishing 
exclusive cayenne rescind affidavit 
inflexible representative substantial foreigner 
irritable subjunctive c0nspiracy intermission 
mustache contemporary experiment continually 
diphtheria executive inoculate levying 
diocese ingredients Jerusalem nomination 
cauterize irritate persevere expressing 
rendezvous mysterious disappointment disreputable 
strenuous eiploma celebration chastise 
admissible auctioneer noncombatants revolution 
exclamatory practicaUy extensive superfluous 
inflammation convalescence dissension affectionately 
irrational noxious Chautauqua foliage 
ukulele exult rheumatism censor the movies 
divinity distinguished supernumerary resonance 
Christianize chloride affirmative subterranean 
sacrilegious rummage formality consummate 
supplementary supervision int~rpreting exterior 
alcohol agricultural licorice insecticides 
longitude fusion continuously signature 
intolerance intestine nonchalant naturalize 
precipice controversy extension discernible 
convenience possessor dissected exploration 
nucleus nourishment chauffeur r esiliency 
facsimile exude rhetorical percolator 
dividend distillation superlative construction 
chlorine chiropodist affinity explosion 
sacrilege constitutional foreigners inscrutable 
supplement explorers interpose kindergarten 
albumen inorganic personification sulphurous 
locomotive judicial naturalization consciousness 
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extremities consul requirement contraction 
eternity fanatic subsidence extravagant 
chinquapin Fahrenheit consolidate dissimilar 
roughage suburban experience · chemistry 
superstitious circulating initiatory rhythmical 
agrarian pertinent Jehovah supersede 
fulfilment saliva naive aggregation 
intersection surveillance disappearance franchise 
controllable alkaline ceding, granting interrogative 
llama machinery reputable literally 
notorious inversely subpoena contractor 
extravagance preliminary conservatory congratulaie 
dissipate copulative exhort extraordinary 
chiffonier nutritious initiative dissenter 
romanticism familiarize jaundice chemic;al 
superstitions domicile abbreviati0n rhinoceroses 
agnostic chrysanthemum disagreeable superposition 
frieze of a saline ceded, granted centrifugal 
building surmise reprobate respiratory 
intersect insignia subordinate successfully 
literature alkali conservative contagious 
contradict lunche:on exhausted fatigue 
notoriety coordinate initiate insinuate 
nutrients prejudices disposition latitude 
fallible preferment tributary nefarious 
divorce lariat reversible discolored 
chronicle nuisance superficial centimeter 
saleratus ciominion aeration respiration 
surfeit inventory flexible adversary 
alienate necessitate international superci)ious 
lunatic discipline lessee neutrality 
inventories centigrade continental disinfect 
prejudice respectively neutralize chaplain 
conveyed subtle disobedience reverberation 
numerical consummation characteristics summary 
fallacious extinct reveille ·consecrate 
divisibility inseparable leisurely financial 
chromo laboratory contentment integer 
Saengerfest nauseous exponent legislature 
supplication discernment integral neuralgia 
persuasive internecine finite dishevelled 
alias levity aggrandizement chaperon 
lunacy contingent fossil resuscitate 
inveigle nitrogenous interrogation festival 
C<Jnversely exposition lieutenant insurrection 
9 
fascination 
doxology 
circumnavigate 
sa11guinary 
suspicious 
allegory 
mackerel 
invulnerable 
preparation 
obedience 
fascinate 
asthma 
peaceable 
circumference 
salvation 
SUSI>flnsion 
allegiance 
machinist 
investigate 
prelude 
coquette 
nutritive 
familiarly 
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10 
nepoti.:;m 
disfranchise 
chandelier 
resurrection 
suite 
personnel 
conscientious 
fervent 
leavening 
prominent 
ambiguity 
masculine 
isolated 
obnoxious 
correspondence 
fertilization 
eccentricity 
statistics 
acquisition 
equation 
indictment 
misdemeanor 
diagnosis 
11 
acquaintance 
classicism 
sewage 
symphony 
ambiguous 
mathematics 
fertilize 
prophecy, noun 
corresponding 
obstinacy 
ecclesiastical 
clairvoyance 
ungratified 
sympathy 
irresistible 
irascible 
primitive 
corollary 
obedient 
entitled 
indemnity 
miscellaneous 
dexterous 
conscience excrescence recompense 
feminine reconnoiter cataclysm 
insoluble intercepted intercede 
laundress equations stalactite 
negotiable indigestible acoustics 
discourage misunderstand- enterprise 
cession, act of ing indelible 
ceding diagraming mirage 
responsibility excruciating devout 
succulent reconstruction recommendation 
contemporaneous interfered cashmere 
feasible stationery, writ- intelligently 
insistent ing material spontaneious 
laundered acquiesce acknowledgment 
negligee epoch enormous 
discontent arithmetical. encumbrance 
negotiate mischievous circumstantial 
discrepancy diagonal sanitarium 
chambray excommunication syllogism 
resumption reconcile alliteration 
suffrage intercept malaria 
insolvency stationary, fixed dramatics 
12 
fertilizing 
economically 
classification 
unmistakably 
symptoms 
ambuscade 
maze, confusion 
of thought 
isosceles 
prophesy, ver!J. 
corridor 
oceanic 
fertilizer 
economic 
colonization 
Pentateuch 
tapestry 
aniline 
morass 
liabilities 
receivable 
Xerxes 
originality 
fundamentar 
eliminate 
collusion 
vendor's lien 
tantrum 
Anglican 
molar 
lethargy 
realistic 
will-o'-the-wisp 
organization 
fumigate 
responsible 
incisor 
parachute 
goiter 
emergencies 
museum 
dimensions 
causative 
renaissance 
irrigation 
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civilize embroidery strategy inhabitants 
unfulfilled symmetrical cauliflower spacious 
sympathize aluminum catholicism accrued 
amateur mammoth remnant commodities 
irrepressible irrefutable iodin pessimilltic 
manufacture corporal strategic tetanus 
profitable petroleum administrative apostrophe 
corpuscles productive excitement nectar 
oblique obesity infinity advancement 
ferocity fermentation munitions synonymous 
eccentric dromedary dilemma amicable 
civilization cite, to i;ummon refrigerator menace 
unfavorable uncouth interior jeopardy 
symmetry symbol stenographer puncture 
Amarillo alternate acute confederate 
maniac mammals equipment ineffably 
irreparable iridescent inductively molecules 
corporeal corporation modiste differential 
profile procedure diaphragm catamount 
objectively obeisance exhilarate reimburse 
ferocious federalist reestablish interrupted 
dyspepsia interfering syndicate stereopticon 
civilian statutory America adaptability 
undiscernible acquitted measurements equipped 
communication equidistant itinerary industrial 
terminus indispensable punctual Mohammedanism 
essentially dialogue corrosive dictate 
unanimous exegesis officious exhume 
necessarily recurring economics employment 
admittance interference feudalism inconsistencies 
respectfully statute coagulate miniature 
temperature acquittal beneftcence detachment 
papacy unnecessary devastating recapitulate 
glycerin synagogue reciprocal caravan 
embryo amenable cartilage injurious 
communicable measurement intellectual specie 
vicarious itinerant spherical accumulate 
terminated corroding acidity emphatic 
apostasy protestant energetic minimize 
nautical octagon incriminate deterioration 
adjusted exclamation inconceivable receipted 
resources inflammable millimeter carbohydrate 
tablea.u muscular despotism inquisitive 
panorama dimension recalcitrant species 
gluten admirable exchequer acetic 
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17 18 19 20 
oligarchy ether digress pergola 
fibrous infallible catechism recreation 
ecstasy monsieur relaxation immediate 
villainous dilapidated intransitive silhouette 
unquenchable treachery stimulant abundance 
synonym devastate adequate disease 
Americanization reciprocity orthography impeach 
medium carnivorous zealous mechanism 
inundated instalment Gallic declension 
punctuation spectrum Elizabethan psychological 
etiquette achievement colossal calculation 
olfactory endorser venomous imitate 
fiancee incredible tar la tan signifying 
economy minimum annihilated abstruse 
coagulation detriment mortise discussion 
unpopularity detrimental performance immobility 
catarrh receiver recitation mechanics 
reiterate Caribbean zealot veneration 
interurban inscribed orthodox tarantula 
sterilization specific futurity animosity 
adenoids asterisk elixir mosaic 
erroneous enc@uraging colonizing liability 
ineffectual inconvenience judiciary recipe 
monasteries essayists putrid pensive 
diffusion inevitable eulogize originally 
cataract monopoly ominous fungus 
reenforce digestive fictitious elimination 
interscholastic catastrophe edible mendicant 
stereotyped rejoinder coefficient demurring 
adaptation intimate unscrupulous pursuant 
equity sterilize veterinary emphasize 
cathedral adept tentacle incomparable 
remittance eruption apoplexy millennium 
invisible inertia nausea despicable 
stratagem monastery permanent rebuttal 
administration persistent referee aristocrat 
excelling digestible zenith infinite 
infinitive exorbitant oscillate soviet 
municipal relevant ellipse accrue 
dilatM intricate galvanized eminent 
expedient stimulus combination settlement 
reminiscence adjacent ventilate mignonette 
investment essential tarpaulin desolately 
stoical inexcusable anniversary reawakening 
adjutant monotonous mosques captivity 
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vilify mesquite cantata inexpensive 
accusation ventricle impudent sovereignty 
nationality technical solecism accountant 
vestibule annulled accidental emigration 
temporize mosquitoe5 educational incognito 
accustomed permissible impropriety microscope 
vertebra to reference menagerie desolate 
syllable oscillation demonstrative treacherous 
tyrannical . zephyr purloin capsize 
gerund elliptical canopy indulgent 
embezzlement gangrene imprudence souvenir 
eommittal combustible sociology accomplice 
republican eclipse accessory emigrate 
suspicion impromptu reputation inclement 
eonfederacy memoranda resistance metropolis 
germinate purification syllables desecrate 
impostor inauguration activities persistence 
memorandum merchandise tenacity radii 
benefactor sociability aperture capillary 
punctuality demonstrate panegyric indorsement 
:excavated exceedingly glossary soprano 
improbable improvement embroider contemptible 
sobriqu:et electric committed emigrant 
acceptance accession antithesis incipient 
drunkenness dubious denouement pyramidai 
impetuous deplete Pythagorean Canterbury 
!'lllembrane quadratic cantonment impulsive 
delicacy capability incapable solidarity 
punctilious incentive soliloquy accidentall;y 
:exaggeration solitaire acclimate effective 
imperial acclimated effectively inadequat£ 
medieval elaborate inaugural jugular 
dedicate inaugurate meningitis qualify 
publication mercantile denominate villainy 
eancellation metamorphosis ptomaine omnipotent 
immense descendants camouflage figurative 
similarly quiescent immediately effervescent;e 
abyss exchangeable similarity coercion 
distinguish indite a letter abutment usurpation 
impeding sophomore diseases synopsis 
medicinal accompanying impeached ammonia 
decorated elude median metaphor 
solubility incinerate deeomposition ventilation 
accommodate metallic psychology tautology 
combustion derogatory calisthenics annuity 
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25 26 27 28 
embellishes mutually refutation antecedent 
commissioner accompanies succotash mulch 
vertebra sufficient palatable absolutely 
temporarily repellent generosity relative 
antiseptic palisade versatile zoology 
myriad geological commercially pronoun,ceable 
accompaniment embarrassing verbosity Bolshevist 
surrounded commemorate temerity gratified 
repetition verified anthracite sculpture 
palpable temperament musician conservatism 
germane antidote absurd deceitful 
embarrassment mussel, a bivalve succession idiosyncrasy 
commensurable acceptable relatively precipitate 
verminous remedying oxygen malignant 
temporal impatient accompanied crucifixion 
antiquity siphon eligible assets 
ostracize accelerate incendiary atmosphere 
gastric divisible meerschaum attest 
embalm impertinent deprecate audacious 
pharmaceutical melancholy quadruped audacity 
comfortable degradation excellence austere 
ventriloquist pulmonary indent pneumatic 
technically canonize soluble assassinate 
anodyne impartial accommodation participate 
mountainous simultaneou1.1 elementary clumsiness 
abdomen accede incandescent territories 
referring impossible meringue paraffin 
Zinnia situatP. querulous gourmand 
ostracism acceleration excelsior emissary 
garrulous drainage indignant compass 
emanates impervious sophistry vice versa 
distribution melodious accompanist tete-a-tete 
imperialism deleterious eloquence apparition 
Mediterranean pumice stone incidence negative 
deficit exaggerate metallurgy advertisement 
publicist overrated deputize restaurant 
candidate gaudiness quarantine tenure 
immoral embargo excellency paradoxical 
simile commencement indict a criminal gorgeous 
academical venue sonorous emergency 
dissatisfied technique gelatin comparatively 
quadrilateral assimilation embarrass viceroy 
capacious mucilage commercial eligibility 
indefinite abhor veracity colloquial 
depository zodiac technology vaudeville 
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29 30 31 32 
pneumonia Teuton quarries provocation 
cologne apparatus optician calcimine 
hibernate niche formula Iliad 
hideous advise egotism signalize 
plebeian retentive coincide vaccination 
pleurisy conjecture utilize systematically 
hieroglyphic democratic synthetic analysis 
plutocracy imitative analogous millinery 
Himalaya Versailles militia kleptomania 
calomel cylinder jurisdiction quarry 
Calvary proprietor quantities visible 
cantaloupe precocious vindictive optimism 
canvass /or votes preconception opacity typhoid 
politician predecessor financier eiderdown 
polygamy preparative efficient coincident 
polygon precipitant coiffure vaccinate 
carnival quintessence utility systematit' 
pomegranate qualm sy'flthesis analyses, pl. 
population vindicate anachronism milliner 
casual omniscient mileage kaleidoscope 
porcelain efficiency tangible virago 
boulevard financially modify haphazard 
guaranty ceherence leguminous secular 
scurrilous usury anaesthetic abomination 
aberration syntax rarefy definition 
decipher amnesty whimsical illiterate 
ignite mete, to allot ordnance manufactories 
manacle Huguenots fulcrum curiosity 
crystalli?:ation semicircle eleemosynary propitiate 
i ·ronunciation abominable collision l::rahma chicke11. 
bouillon ;nanagement variegated guinea 
guarantee culpable tangent i;ector 
separator propagation anarchy abolitionist 
abdominal bourgeois modifies deficient 
deception guerilla legume i!licit 
idyllic scurrying declarative precedent 
malleable penetrated pseudonym carping 
noticeable decoration calcium precincts 
aggravate hosiery imagined cleanliness 
territory manageable significance bulletin 
reTile propaganda abstinence huckaback 
parallelogram cryst~llize disappointed semiarid 
governmental illegible imminent congruent 
compasses semester mechanical demerits 
vicinity abridgment declaration imitation 
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33 34 35 36 
Marseilles deceased brigadier cafeteria 
c.ycle provincialism Hawaiian identify 
proprietary calcareous segment serviceable 
buffet idolatry aborigines laudanum 
horizontal radiate deliverance vocabulary 
semiannually vivacious imagery radiator 
abscess optimistic manufacturing oratorical 
delusion fraudulent cushaw frijoles 
imaginative elasticity proportional electrician 
marketable collateral brochure colleague 
customer vacuum harried validity 
prop.:>sition systematize sedulous tabor et 
bronchitis analytic aboriginal analytical 
deluded miseries delicious missionary 
imagination lachrymal illusion lacquered 
maritime quinin theorem quinsy 
customary vitriol appetizing prospereua 
proportionally optimist obituary bungalow 
brokerage fossilize ailment hurricane 
radius elapse revenue senile 
voracious appetizers testimony co·njagate 
ordinance nude paralyze depositor 
Fuchsia aggrieve granular immaculate 
electrify revival enchilada martyrdom 
collide testament compatible cylindrical 
variation paralysis vilification proselyte 
taciturn grammatical theology bullion 
anapestic enchantress texture materially 
modifier compassion theoretical cynosure 
perspiration vicissitude applicable proteids 
legendary theatrical occasionally buoyancy 
radium appendicitis algebraic idealism 
vogue shellacking rhythm separable 
oratorio absorption paraphernalia conjugation 
frivolous diminished enc0uragement descriptive 
electricity immigrate graphic .immaterial 
collegiate maximum compatriot marvelous 
variable decease permission cynic 
tacit protestation servitude consanguinity 
anapest cajoling absentee differently 
moccasin identity digestion immersion 
ab.stain pleni po ten ti ary immigrant matriculation. 
disappeared manufacturer mausoleum damask 
immigration carriculum debut protein 
mayonnaise propitious protestantism buoyant 
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37 38 39 40 
identical sanitary plateau enthusiastic 
sepulcher phalanx longitudinal concession 
connoisseur parenthesis, sing. spinster pretentioue 
development promissory plaintiff hygienic 
immersed evaporate literate binomial 
physics glaciers spectacles covenant 
physician sculptor pique picot 
lineament consequently liquefy evacuate 
sleuth decade liquid bereaved 
phlegm iambic sovereign satirical 
lineage malfeasance piazza cordially 
skeptic crucifix liniment pretension 
auxiliary courtier soothsayer hydrogen 
phase, aspect preterit physiology binocular 
ligament hyperbole linear courageous 
six-cylinder biology sombrero physique 
benzene covert hypocrisy transferring 
borough pilgrimage macadamize articulate 
satisfactorily evanescence creditor pamphlet 
cranberries satirize plagiarize Appalachian 
prevalence bivouac bibliography pageant 
hypnotist correspond boulder, a large anxiety 
bisect bacilli stone secession 
covetous treasurer saturated particularly 
eradication tragedies Creole Herculean 
benignant archeology prevalent environment 
Bologna optional hypnotize conciliatory 
satirizing ammunition bisector bacteria 
bachelor sauerkraut credential undersized 
translated heinous plagiarism transcendental 
tragedian parliamentary anoint archipelago 
arbitration enthusiasm scull, a boat orchestra 
option concentrate paroxysm criterion 
ambassador handicraft enumerate bituminouri 
sassafras entente herbiVOTOUA gasket 
parliament comptroller conciliatiou scansion 
hazardous avoirdupois bacillus abbreviate 
entertainment tortoise unconscious privateer 
conceived traceable tragedy hypocrite 
baccalaureate appurtenance archetype macaroni 
transferred opportunity oracle cretonne 
trachea alterations annals platinum 
arbiter sanction schedule Bismarck 
opposition parentheses, pl. parochial burlesque 
alumni ensilage hemorrhage Scandinavian 
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promiscuous community hydraulic a ppalled 
evangelical Platonic bilious secretaries 
glacier comparative counterfeit benefited 
scrimmage seersucker phrenology sapphire 
consequential oleomargarine euphony chargeable 
debris palette, for mix- habitue presidentia: 
hypothesis, sing. ing paint compromise humility 
maintenance porous avaricious bilateral 
crucible lymphatic torpedo countenance 
proletariat subscription topography phosphorous 
boisterous political perusal cooperate 
ghoul luxuriant approximate sanitarium 
scientific pleasurable operation beaux, plural of 
consequences luxuriance allusion beau, a dandy 
dangerously suave r.otation changeable 
hypotheses, pl. playwright paregoric presbytery 
magnificent luminous ennui humiliate 
crucial strait, narrc>w gymnastic biennial 
projection plateaus complexioned cosmopolitim 
pathology loquacious avalanche phosphoric 
secondary stipulate tolerance convention 
Pasteurize hostility conduit apprentice 
hereditary casualty perpendicular opaque 
epidemic possibility threaten allude 
concise homogeneous thermometer romantic 
bacteriology prepositional applique parasitic 
unfo.rtunate phenomenal occurrence gymnasium 
transcontinental conceited alimentary enfranchise 
arraignment autumnal ridiculous complementary, 
heredity hospitable paraphrase serving to fill 
epitaph casually gravitation out 
concoction Portuguese encyclopedia perseverance 
baluster holocaust competition tissue paper 
universal preparatory permitted tonsils 
croquette phenomena maelstrom apprehensfon 
preventive complimentary, criticism bois d'arc 
bludgeon .favorable paucity gherkin 
plausible benevolent epitome scholastic 
geranium benign heresy census 
schism satellite concrete currency 
consecutive euphemism bankruptcy hypothenu3e 
profiteer citizenship unusually concurrent 
hypocritical commotion transitive barometer 
Madeira cooperatfou asafetida appalling 
communicate prestige papoose sects 
45 
emnibus 
allotment 
riotous 
grotesque 
parasites 
enforceable 
camplement, 
to fill o·ut 
perpetuate 
Ticonderoga 
tonsilitis 
appositive 
offensive 
Allegheny Mts. 
rioter 
parasite 
gravity 
endorsement 
competitor 
sanitation 
barbarous 
precaution 
horizontally 
Presbyterian 
corsage 
philosophy 
conveni&nt 
barbarians 
humidity 
cede, to g'l'a,, 
potential,.. ..,;/ 
homonym · "" 
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46 
concur 
barbarism 
vacancy 
transmission 
asperse 
paragraph 
vassal 
transparent 
asphalt 
parallel 
appease 
seizure 
peculiarities 
trigonometry 
equilateral 
sensitive 
pedagogue 
equinox 
trousseau 
condensing 
batiste 
velocity 
transportation 
paralleled 
pessimist 
appraise 
seminary 
p~~liarly 
trochaic 
equilibrium 
transpose 
transversal 
47 
travesty 
assassination 
participial 
architecture 
serenade 
penitent 
typhus 
erosion 
confectionery, 
sweetmeats 
beleaguer 
artisans 
shellac 
Pentecost 
essentials 
unchangeable 
conference 
petulant 
beneficial 
yeoman 
treatise 
perennial 
auxiliaries 
pharmacy 
licentious 
sinew 
perdition 
auricle 
perspire 
percussion 
trichina 
sincerity 
48 
peaceably 
separately 
pendulum 
equivalent 
equivocal 
tuberculosis 
condescend 
battalion 
vengeance 
participle 
archives 
sergeant 
penitentiary 
typing 
erysipelas 
confectionary, 
store 
belligerent 
vigilance 
persecuted 
atrocious 
ascension 
shriveled 
percolate 
peonage 
estimation 
unconsciously 
conforming 
beneficiary 
trapeze 
assassin 
partially 
NOTE.-The first spelling given i:n Webster's New International 
Dictionary is used throughout these lists except in cases where the 
second spelling is an obvious simplification, as strychnin, iodin, 
fulfil, etc. 
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